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About This Game

Hello puzzle solver! Fitzzle Wise Owls is a unique expansion of the classic jigsaw puzzle style games. Instead of frustratingly
trying to match oddly shaped pieces, Fitzzle uses squares but maintains the fun puzzle completion goals you would experience

with a jigsaw puzzle. Puzzles are randomly created each play through with over 2,000 puzzle combinations for a new experience
each play through. The squares on the left need to perfectly fit into the image on the right. You clear out the corresponding

squares and merge the two images together. Puzzle difficulty increases as you advance through 50 levels of puzzle fun. You can
also choose from 3 difficulty settings to limit the amount of time available to merge the images. If you enjoy solving puzzles

then Fitzzle Wise Owls is a sure thing for puzzle fun.

Feautres:
50 Levels

Unique Cubesaw Puzzle Style
Increasing Puzzle Difficulty
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Randomly Created Puzzles
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fizzle wise owls

This game was quite the challenge and creepy at times, you dont quite know where you are and being mostly blind and relying
on what little vision you have makes for a fun and challenging experience. pros:
- the gameplay is very reminiscent of megaman, castlevania and such so i guess some people would enjoy that
- the artstyle is simple and memorable enough imo
- the music varies from good to absolutely goddamn excellent, god bless mudeth
- the game is pretty cheap and definitely covers its price. i mean it's equivalent to like 2 kitkat bars(for me at least) and 2 kitkat
bars definitely last way less

cons:
- game gets sorta repetitive sometimes: there aren't really a lot of ground-breaking mechanics or whatever, especially later in the
game. except for the bosses i guess, those are cool and challenging enough
- speaking of that, the latter half of the game could use a lil bit more variety for level themes\/palettes imo

overall score:
7\/10, idk, simple but coole and cheap. I can not access this soundtrack? I've paid for it but I can't find it on my PC at all. It's a
nice short story about coming of age, life choices, friendship and first love. It's also a very "normal" story, no big plot twists or
surprises, verly little drama and it feels very 'real' and relatable because of this. It touches on the pressures of life as a young
adult in modern Japan, and I was surprised to learn that it was not made by a Japanese studio. I missed the autoscroll function
though...Worth a read if you like virtual novels about young love and Japanese culture. 7\/10. Quite hard to make things right ��.
Luna's Wandering Stars offers an incredibly compelling gaming experience that delivers visceral satisfaction. Ostensibly a
simple puzzler, the straightforward gameplay belies layers of nuance and subtlety. This is the kind of game that tempts you with
the promise of a quick round, but ends up immersing you for hours on end as you discover more mechanics, novel challenges,
and neverending innovation. The kaleidoscope of features never ends up overwhelming, however, as the game carries itself with
natural elegance. Even more impressively, the already pleasurable experience is further enhanced with breathtaking graphics and
a stunning soundtrack. The amount of care and attention that went into the game is evident at every turn, from the charmingly
quirky dialogue to the deeply satisfying sound effects that chime just the right way. LWS is a triumph of execution, bringing
together all parts of the gaming experience into a holistically magnificent package.

I cannot recommend this game enough, definitely give it a try.
. A frustrating experience. I know early access games are not the final product, but the problems I faced shouldn't have even
made it past internal testing. I would write bug reports for this, but that would involve spending more time typing up bug reports
than I have been able to spend in actual gameplay.

I attempted to start up the game for the first time and was greeted with an error message with buttons saying "Download" and
"Quit" without giving me any cursor to interact with the buttons. After forcing the game to close and starting it back up, I was
greeted by the same error screen with a blurred background behind it. Over the top of the error screen was an option to play the
tutorial.

I attempted to play the tutorial and suddenly found my movement locked due to some oddity in the terrain. Unable to progress, I
closed the game again. I could not find any option to restart the tutorial after that. And the error screen was back, but eventually
the regular main menu loaded in. The vehicle art in the middle of the screen was blurred out until I navigated to the vehicle
select menu.

I decided to just start a normal game and figure it out. As it turns out, the primary weapon on the tank I picked did NOTHING
except go on cooldown when fired. No visual, no damage, nothing but a cooldown.

After getting frustrated, I restarted the game again. The error screen was back. I switched to a mech, hoping its weapons would
work and started queueing up for another game only for it to crash immediately.

What little gameplay I was able to experience wasn't particularly interesting, either.. very nice classy loco, just how it should be,
ellegent. this could be great if i had any actual friends :/. had to restart 3 times. cannot save. crash after attempt to click on
investigate button. the game seemed interesting, though.
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Great game, but this needs 32-bit support!! I gifted my friends these games only to find out that some cannot even run the game.
PLEASE make this 32-bit OS compatible!!. i can said this game pretty nice and its free.. good puzzle game just for mine its not
in a full screen... This is my fault, becuase I didn't read the support, but it doesn't look like this works with the Oculus Rift yet
(as of 12\/6\/2018). When will support for the Rift come? I get to the welcome screen, but I can't choose anything. I'm still
going to recommend it for VIVE users.. This game is awesome and is the reason why I wish I had a VR headset.. This has left
me with a lot more questions than answers.

#5- The Innocent. Avoid this developer - They've made some cash and abandoned the product without delivering promised
features.. Very fun game. The premise is so easy anyone can pick it up and play it. You are the God and you destroy the tower
without killing the people. That is it, very simple. That is what makes this game great. Lots of levels to play. I suggest this game
for anyone that is looking for a puzzle game with something different involved!
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